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We have been being silly with the AsRock H110 professional BTC+ motherboard for crypto
mining with support for up to 13x GPUs and that we will already share some feedback supported

our expertise with it. to date we've tried running the motherboard with 13 Nvidia GPUs of
constant model – Adding a ninth or additional video cards makes Windows unstable and

notwithstanding the driving force gets properly put in as before long as we have a tendency to
run a mineworker the system freezes, running multiple instances of miners on simply some

cards every doesn't facilitate. AsRock recommends that you simply use a mixed combination of
eight + five GPUs below Windows we tend to will ensure that we weren't able to build over 8x

GTX 1070 GPUs work properly below Windows. specifically GeForce GTX 1070 below Windows
and UNIX. With Linux-based mining distributions but we have a tendency to had no hassle

running the motherboard simply fine with all 13x Nvidia GPUs out of the box.Running 13x GPUs
on one motherboard brings up lots of potential issues with you connecting everything up and
creating it work. once more this setup was only for testing things up and not for a production

mining rig that may run 24/7, thus certify you've got a bigger frame for 13x GPUs once
mistreatment the AsRock H110 professional BTC+ motherboard. It will need extra space than a
daily rig designed for simply six to eight GPUs, despite the fact that we tend to truly managed
for squeeze 12x GTX 1070 GPUs in such a rig for the sake of testing solely, the last card was

alittle an excessive amount of but, thus it remained on the highest of the frame.}
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Usually do not explain anything Definately not explain how to build the rig. Do not buy this
reserve. The book just talk about an specific motherboard.
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